Environmental education in Moroccan primary schools: Promotion of representations, knowledge, and environmental activities
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Abstract: The study aims to promote environmental education in Moroccan primary schools through three complementary entries; the expansion of students’ representations about the environment, the qualitative improvement of knowledge and activities related to the environment. We conducted a descriptive correlational study involving four schools from different socio-economic backgrounds. The results obtained allowed us to identify the principal representations of students on the environment. Then, we founded a proposal to broaden the range of these representations. In addition, an environmental knowledge test revealed a significant positive correlation between student performance and socio-economic background. The study highlighted the positive educational impact of the contextualization of curriculum knowledge. We also made some recommendations that could improve students’ activities and performance in environmental education. Consequently, reduce the negative educational impact of social inequalities.
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INTRODUCTION

In Morocco, research that explores environmental education at the primary level is rare (Cherai, El Hnot, El Fellah-Idrissi & Akkaoui, 2017). However, between 6 and 13 years old is the golden age for children to learn about the external environment and form attitudes, values, and rules of conduct relating to it, some of which will remain engraved in memory and will influence their personality and future behavior. Environmental education (EE) is an essential component of basic education (Bonin, 2006; Orellana, 2002; Sauvé, 1997b, 2002, 2012). It relates to the human relationship with the environment; one of the basics of personal and social development (Sauvé, 1997b, 2002, 2012). It is an ongoing process, with goals that go beyond participating in the resolution of certain environmental problems. It also aims to prevent new ones emerging, and above all improve the quality of the environment (UNESCO-PNUE, 1978). This research explores EE in a school setting, considering three fundamental aspects; the representations, knowledge, and activities related to the environment.

Students’ Representations of “The Environment”

Social representations are organized models of beliefs, attitudes, and actions that convey a certain position in a universe—that of common sense (Billig, 1991 & Moscovici, 2001). Thus, a social representation could be conceptualized as a structured mental model shared by individuals within a social group, allowing collective elaborations of social objects in their daily lives (Moscovici, 2001). Many researchers consider that representations are socially constructed during exchange processes and interactions with the reference social group (Doise, Clémence & Lorenzi-Cioldi, 1992; Garniez & Sauvé, 1999; Jodelet, 1989; Moscovici, 1989). Sauvé and Machabée (2000) considered the representation as a focal point for learning about an object.
Other researchers (Hadjichambis, Paraskeva-Hadjichambi, Ioannou, Georgiou & Manoli, 2015) have argued that the collective representations of young people play an important role in decision-making, and are related to the ways in which they may intend to act. Additionally, Shepardson, Wee, Priddy & Harbor (2007) support the idea of a correlation between representations and decision criteria. Lee (2010) found that adolescent knowledge was a significant predictor of behavioral intentions regarding green purchasing. The clarification of the concepts holds a very important place in the field of the environment where articulate and interact the individual and social factors (Bonaiuto, Carrus, Martorella & Bonnes, 2002) and where varies the scale of perception of the problems; global, regional or local (Lima & Castro, 2005, Uzzell, 2000). It is also the area of intervention of ecological considerations as well as anthropocentric concerns (Castro & Lima, 2001). Some authors believe that environmental education should begin with questioning about the subject of environmental representations (Chávez, 2008, p. 169); that is, clarification of the meaning of the environment. In this study, we revealed the representations of primary school students concerning the environment. This is based on Sauvée’s typology of representations of the environment (Sauvé, 1996, 2002). Indeed, this author has apprehended the environment according to several facets: the environment as nature (to be appreciated, respected, and preserved); the environment as a resource (to be managed, and to be shared); the environment as a problem (to be solved); the environment as a place to live (to know and learn about, to plan for, and to take care of); the environment as a system (to be understood for better decision-making); the environment as a community project (in which to get involved); and the environment as the biosphere (in which we all live together and into the future).

**Knowledge about the Environment**

In addition to environmental representations, this study has revealed the degree of mastery and use of specific environmental knowledge related to the curriculum of the fourth and fifth year of primary school (subject: scientific activity). Some studies support the existence of a more or less direct and positive relationship between the environmental knowledge of an individual and a positive attitude towards the environment (Bradley, Waliczek & Zajicek, 1999; Lester, Ma, Lee & Lambert, 2006; Rodriguez, Boyes & Stanisstreet, 2010, Tuncer, Sungur, Tekkaya & Ertepinar, 2007) and a tendency to act in respect of the environment (Boyes, Skamp & Stanisstreet, 2009; Chhokar, Dua, Taylor, Boyes & Stanisstreet, 2011). Other researchers have proposed a less direct and non-linear link between knowledge and environmental behavior (Cialdini, Reno & Kallgren, 1990; Corraliza & Berenguer, 2000; Hines, Hungerford & Tomera, 1987; Kollmuss & Agyeman, 2002, p. 20; Malandrakis, Boyes & Stanisstreet, 2011; Pruneau et al., 2006; Skamp, Boyes & Stanisstreet, 2009). Because human behavior is influenced, according to these same authors, by other factors in addition to knowledge. These include social pressures, beliefs, motivation, individual action competence, and other intrinsic and extrinsic factors in complex interaction with each other. However, in general, we can say that knowledge is part of a number of factors that influence the intention to act (Heimlich & Ardoín, 2008), and this is a prerequisite for informed environmental decision-making (Jensen, 2002; cited by Hadjichambis et al., 2015).

On the other hand, student performance and particularly their environmental curricular knowledge are strongly correlated with the socioeconomic status of their families. This correlation has been revealed in several research (Ali, Haider, Munir, Khan & Ahmed, 2013, Downey 1995, Filmer & Pritchett 2001; Hall, Davis, Bolen and Chia, 1999, İnce & Gözütok, 2018, Jeynes, 2003, Liu & Lu, 2008, Marks, 2010, Nonoyama-Tarumi, 2008, Paquette et al., 2016, Sirin, 2005, Tomul & Savasci, 2012, Zhao Valcke, Desoete and Verhaeghe, 2012 and many others). However, we have found some studies that do not quite agree with this idea. For example, White (1982) in a meta-analysis found that socio-economic status is only weakly correlated with student outcomes. Also, Marks (2005) conducting a study of 30 countries explained variations in student performance across countries studied by modernity and school system characteristics (in each country) rather than socio-economic status. In the same vein, Werning, Löser and Urban (2008) linked student performance to the existence of specific support for students in difficulty.
In Morocco, the socio-economic status of families is relatively related to their educational level (CSEFRS, 2018). In this study, we also revealed the impact of families’ socio-economic status on their children’s performance. In addition, the importance of this study is that it seeks to reduce the negative impact of social inequalities (imposed on students) on their performance in environmental education. This by exploring in the areas of student representations, their environmental activities and especially the revelation of the importance of the local context and the contextualization of curriculum knowledge.

**Use of Environmental Knowledge**

The use of environmental knowledge in daily life is the criterion for contextual knowledge, in which the knowledge is relevant and significant for the individual. This leads to a better impregnation of knowledge, or what Perrenoud (1998) calls “Apprentissages durables” (sustainable learning), because knowledge and skills decline over time when they are not used.

The Global Monitoring Report on Education (Benavot et al., 2016) clarified that primary and secondary education should lead to “relevant and effective learning”. In environmental education “relevant and effective learning” is a type of learning that is transferable in other situations, and likely to produce responsible behavior towards the environment (Erdogăn, 2009; Genc, 2015; Hungerford & Volk, 1990). Many studies have shown that formal education has not allowed students, in many cases, to achieve this goal effectively (Alp, 2005; Hallar, McCubbin & Wright, 2011; Ozdem, Dal, Öztürk, Sönmez & Alper, 2014). For example, researchers (Alp, 2005; Hallar et al., 2011; Ozdem et al, 2014) found that students’ environmental knowledge did not allow them to take responsibility in an efficient way for the environmental problems of everyday life.

In environmental education, among the types of useful environmental knowledge that may arouse the motivation of the student and his active involvement in learning, we can highlight local environmental knowledge. Several studies have highlighted the very positive impact of addressing local and tangible environmental issues on improving student learning and pro-environmental behavior (Anderson, 2012; Banerji, Bhattacharjea & Wadhwa, 2013; Chanse et al., 2017; El Batri, Alami, Zaki, Nafidi & Chenfour, 2019a; Higde, Oztok & Sahin, 2017; Saribas, Kucuk & Ertepinar 2017; Sauvé, 2014; Tugurian & Carrier, 2017; Villemagne, 2004). This can be done through the contextualisation of curriculum knowledge. Contextualization in education is a pedagogical action that involves linking science to society (Van Weelie & Wals, 2002) and to the local environment of the learner. It is a kind of operationalization and concretization of scientific concepts a little broad and ambiguous. Stevenson (2007) found that school curricula focus on abstract theoretical problems, while environmental education programs need to focus on real practical problems (Stevenson, 2007). In the life and earth sciences, teachers usually treat ecological concepts generally, regardless of the local context sometimes closely related to these concepts. Some authors have expressed this contextualization by speaking of the 'local approach'. According to Villemagne (2005), this is based on an anchoring of educational activities in the learners' living environment and, in the socio-ecological issues that characterize it (Villemagne, 2005). Thus, Saribas et al. (2017) stated that “environmental education courses should involve presentations, reflections, and discussions on authentic, local, and specific environmental issues.” Anderson (2012) pointed out that a closer examination of the local, tangible, and concrete aspects of climate change education leads to individual positive behaviors that support progress towards climate change mitigation (cited by Higde et al, 2017, p. 261). In addition, students involved in actions that have a tangible impact on the state of the environment will have greater self-confidence and awareness of their ability to transform their environment (Kerry et al., 2013). Tugurian and Carrier (2017) indicated that a child has an “environmental identity”, and that this identity can be exploited to improve his environmental behavior and strengthen his interest in the natural sciences.

To analyze the environmental education received by the students of the four schools under study, we used the typology of Lucas (1980), which was also used by Robottom and Hart (1993) and Sauvé (1997a, 1997b). In this categorization, there are three types of EE; “education about the environment”, centered on knowledge (the environment is a learning object);
“education for the environment”, focused on behavior and social practices in favor of the environment (the environment becomes a goal); and “education in the environment”, which is person-centered and considers an individual’s relationship to the environment—that is, “learning in contact with the environment” (Sauvé, 1997b, p. 18). This last type of EE emphasizes the importance of creating bonds between the person and his environment in order to develop feelings of belonging and empathy, as well as the desire to engage to solve certain environmental problems. However, it is important to note that this typology has been adopted to facilitate the analysis, despite it being practically difficult to draw clear and definitive boundaries between the three types of environmental education. As we can find these three types in the same project of environmental education.

This research aims to characterize the types of environmental education administered to Moroccan students who continue their studies at the elementary level. As well as improving their representations, knowledge and activities related to the environment. This is done by identifying ways to reduce the impact of social inequalities on their school performance. Thus, the study set three research questions:

1) What are the representations of primary school students regarding the concept of ‘the environment’, and what insights can we obtain from these representations towards to promoting relevant environmental education?

2) Are students’ performance correlated with the socio-economic status of their families? In this case, can the teaching of useful and contextual environmental knowledge be a way of improving learning and reducing the impact of social inequalities?

3) What are the different types of environmental education actually offered to primary school students? And how can we make significant improvements?

METHOD

Research Design

The correlational descriptive design is the most appropriate for our study. In fact, descriptive research consists of the description of observations or data and then find the plausible explanation (Pelletier & Demers, 1994) and the interpretation of the relationships between the phenomena or variables studied. Moreover, the correlation between two variables does not imply causality (Shadish, Cook & Campbell, 2002). Certainly, correlations do not exclude alternative explanations for a relationship between two variables (Shadish et al., 2002). That’s what we tried to do in this study. In fact, after describing the essential of the variables studied. That is, representations, knowledge and activities related to the environment. The identification of some significant correlations helped us better explain the causal variables of the identified weaknesses. And to propose, later, some ways of improvement.

Sample

We used the cluster sampling method because we have taken four schools that represent four different socioeconomic groups to which a Moroccan student can belong. Indeed, the study concerns four schools, two public belonging to precarious environments, one rural and the other urban. And two other schools belonging to one district of the middle and upper class, one private and the other public. Based on a population of 540 students from four different schools (grade 5), an exhaustive sample of 400 students (100 students per school) was taken. The sample studied included 214 boys and 186 girls. For the three public schools studied, there were about 40 students per class. For the private school that was studied, the number of pupils per class did not exceed 27. The fifth grade was chosen because the fourth and fifth year ‘Scientific Activity’ program contains the most important content related to environmental education. This program can be exploited to promote a contextualized and relevant environmental education. The details of the sample studied are shown in Table 1.
Data Collection Tool

The data collection tool was a three-component questionnaire: the students’ representations regarding the environment concept (six items), a test of environmental knowledge and their use (six items), and an exploration of the various environmental activities carried out inside and outside the school, along with their frequencies (nine items).

Table 1. Details of the sample studied

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School</th>
<th>Rural Public</th>
<th>Urban Pub. precarious</th>
<th>Downtown Public</th>
<th>Private</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>Boys</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Girls</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The content of the questionnaire was developed in order to meet the objective of the study, which is the promotion of environmental education in the Moroccan primary school through the improvement of representations, knowledge and activities related to the environment. To characterize students’ representations about "the environment", we went through the literature to select Sauvé's typology (1996, 2002). This typology is best suited to identify student representations. Indeed, the author distinguishes between several types of representations of the environment; environment as nature, environment as a resource, environment as a problem, environment as a place to live, environment as a system, and environment as the biosphere. Simple definitions for each type of representation were presented, and the student responded by ticking his degree of agreement or disagreement according to a 5-point Likert scale. Zero points represented "no answer", 1 to "disagree", 2 to "indifferent", 3 to "mostly agree", and 4 to "totally agree". We note that the student can express the same opinion (agree or disagree) for more than one type of representation.

Concerning the validity of the content of the questionnaire. For the first part relating to representations, we used Sauvé’s typology (1996, 2002) which has been validated and widely used by several researchers (Bonin, 2006; Karwera, 2007; Naoufal, 2012; Orellana, 2002; Sauvé, 1996, 2002; Villemagne, 2003 and others). For the second part concerning the environmental knowledge test. The test questions were formulated from the formal program of "Scientific Activity" in the fourth and fifth year of primary education (Moroccan Curriculum Review Committee, 2002). The questions were precise and representative of all the units likely to be exploited in the context of environmental education. The themes are: human-induced risks to water resources and forests, food chains, and reproduction in animals. Direct and specific questions were asked about each of these program units (Table 2). Question 5 aims to reveal an indicator of the level of appropriation of local environmental knowledge. It has already been noted that many researchers have stressed the importance of integrating the local environment and its problems into environmental education courses.

Table 2. Environmental knowledge test questions

1) Name two activities (in which man is involved) that jeopardize the water resources.
2) Specify three risks that threaten the forest.
3) Sexual reproduction is a function that allows the preservation of a species, and its multiplication. What is the phenomenon of fusion of a spermatozoon with an egg?
4) Correctly write an example of a food chain composed of three species.
5) Aquatic environments are part of environmental media. Name three wadis that cross the city of Fez and its regions.

The usefulness of environmental knowledge acquired in school was measured by the degree of their use in the student’s daily life (not at all, rarely, occasionally, or often). Only those students who reported using their environmental knowledge in their daily lives either occasionally or often were counted, while those who reported using it rarely were not.
The third part of the questionnaire was an exploration of the different environmental activities carried out during two school years (2016-2017 and 2017-2018). To determine the different types of activities that can be implemented in schools, we have benefited, in addition to literature reviews, from our own experience in extracurricular clubs. The low percentages attributed by the students to the "Other Activities" section indicate that the main activities are actually the ones we have determined. These activities included waste collection, greening, beautification of the school space and surroundings, conducting research, environmental outings, and other activities (Figure 3). Only activities completed twice or more were counted. However, environmental activities carried out accidentally only once in two years were not taken into account.

In the questionnaire, we used only the lexicon that appears in the official 'Scientific Activity' program for grades 4 and 5. The items of the questionnaire have been reformulated several times, in collaboration with the research committee. This committee is made up of specialized professors in the didactics of sciences and educational engineering. This was done to ensure the reliability of the questionnaire, its clarity and accuracy. In addition, the questionnaire was tested with a group of 16 students (grade 5) before reaching the final version used in this work. Then we administered it, face-to-face, to the students of the four schools studied. The data collection was done during the month of May 2018, and the test to confirm the distinctive power of the instrument was carried out in June 2018. Indeed, one month after data collection, we tested the distinctive power of the instrument in two schools; the precarious public school (20 randomly selected students) and the private school (20 randomly selected students). This test confirmed the differences between the two institutions that were revealed during the first data collection. That is to say, we found the same three first representations of the environment and in the same order as that identified in the first data collection. Also, the test of environmental knowledge confirmed the significant superiority of the private school (15 students who have achieved an average grade or higher) in comparison with the public school of precarious environment (only 7 students who had an average grade or higher). Similarly, the environmental activities carried out by more than half of the students (twice or more) are the same, with a significant superiority of the private school regarding school trips and research activities. Which means that we found the same differences as those identified during the first data collection. This constitutes a strong element of the reliability of the instrument.

The questionnaire also benefited from external validity from the report of the Higher Council for Education, Training and Scientific Research (CSEFRS, 2018) entitled "A School of Social Justice". This report has highlighted the impact of social inequalities on school inequalities and their amplification. The reliability index (Cronbach's alpha) applied to each component of the questionnaire gave the following values: 0.701 for the environmental knowledge test, 0.651 for the environmental activities performed and 0.543 for the students' representations about "the environment". This indicates that the internal consistency of the questionnaire is satisfactory.

We respected ethical principles throughout the data collection process. First to access the schools and distribute the questionnaires, we took the authorization of our faculty, the regional academy of education (Fes-Meknes), two provincial delegations of education (Fez and Moulay Yacoub). Then we coordinated with the principals of the schools concerned and some teachers to choose the ideal time to distribute the questionnaires. In addition, before distributing the questionnaires, we explained to students the context and purpose of the research and the voluntary nature of their participation. We took their explicit voluntary agreement to participate in this study. We kept the confidentiality of the names of the participants as well as the schools studied.

**Data Analysis**

The analysis of the data was based mainly on descriptive statistics, analysis of variance, and correlations between the different variables studied. This was completed using the IBM SPSS20 statistical software.
Regarding students' representations about the environment, a comparative analysis of the frequencies of the different degrees of agreement or disagreement reported for each type of representation in the four schools was undertaken. Given that the "strongly agree" opinions with certain types of representations were significantly higher than for other opinions (somewhat agree, indifferent or disagree), only the frequencies of opinion "strongly agree" were retained in the results.

For the environmental knowledge test, a comparison was made of the percentages of students who obtained the average (a score greater than or equal to 5/10) in all four institutions. Then, an analysis of variance (ANOVA) was completed to extract the significant differences and classify these institutions into separate categories. Afterwards, we looked for correlations between these results and the socio-economic level of the students.

In this work, we explored the different correlations existing between the acquisition of certain types of environmental knowledge, the declared use of environmental knowledge, and the environmental activities carried out. We also looked for significant correlations between gender and certain environmental activities.

The assessment of the environmental knowledge acquired and the environmental activities carried out allowed us to identify the types of environmental education administered in each institution. The types of environmental education were classified according to the typology of Lucas (1980), which was also utilized by Robottom and Hart (1993) and Sauvé (1997a, 1997b). The following three categories were considered: education about the environment (environmental knowledge); education for the environment focused on behavior and social practices for the environment (environmental activities), and education in the environment (school outings).

**RESULTS**

**The Concept of "the Environment"**

By analyzing the opinions of the students who "strongly agree" for each of the six representations of the environment presented, we found a similar order of ranking of the first three most representative conceptions of the environment. In fact, for the four institutions under study, the representation of the environment as a "place to live" always came first, followed by the environment as "nature", and in third place was always the representation of the environment as a "resource" (Figure 1).

**FIGURE 1.** Frequency of the opinion "strongly agree" for each of the six representations of the environment
In analyzing the different opinions of students about "the environment", we noticed that among all the representations proposed, the conception of the environment as "system" made the most ambiguity for the students. Indeed, we found for all the institutions studied that the definition of the environment as a "system" systematically received the most "indifferent" opinion (Figure 2). That is, the students probably did not come to understand its meaning and make a clear decision (agree or disagree).

![Figure 2. Number of "indifferent" students for each of the representations of the environment](image)

**Environmental Knowledge Test**

The test results showed striking differences between the four institutions studied. Indeed, we found a noticeable superiority in the private school and a very remarkable deficiency in the rural public school. This is illustrated by the percentage of students who were able to obtain the average (grade ≥5/10) in each institution: 77% in the private school, 46% in the urban public school of downtown Fez, 35% in the urban public school of the precarious environment, and only 18% of the students of the rural public school were able to achieve the average.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Schools</th>
<th>N students</th>
<th>n1 boys</th>
<th>n2 girls</th>
<th>% Students who obtained the average and more</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rural Public</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban Pub., precarious environment</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Downtown Public</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>46%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>77%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To test the hypothesis that there are significant differences between the schools studied in terms of student performance; specifically, their environmental knowledge of the curriculum, we conducted an analysis of variance (Anova) with multiple comparisons between students from all the schools studied (Table 4). This analysis allowed us to isolate three distinct groups whose scores differ very significantly. The first and best group consists of the private school which has marked very significant differences in comparison with other schools. The second group brings together the two urban public schools (downtown and precarious environment), there are no significant differences between the two. The third and last group is composed exclusively of the rural public school. So, these results confirm our hypothesis.
Table 4. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) applied to student scores with multiple comparisons between schools.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ANOVA</th>
<th>Multiple Comparisons (Post Hoc Tests)</th>
<th>Mean Difference</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dependent Variable = Knowledge Test Notes</td>
<td>Criterion = Schools</td>
<td>N = 400</td>
<td>F (3, 396) = 27,248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban Public, Precarious Env. // Public Rural</td>
<td>Public, Downtown // Public Rural</td>
<td>.39000*</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public, Downtown // Urb. Pub., Precarious Env.</td>
<td>Public Rural</td>
<td>.46000*</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private // Public Rural</td>
<td>Private // Public, Downtown</td>
<td>1.00000*</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private // Urban Public, Precarious Environment</td>
<td>Private // Public, Downtown</td>
<td>.61000*</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private // Public, Downtown</td>
<td>Private // Public, Downtown</td>
<td>.54000*</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The mean difference is significant at the 0.05 level.

There is a very significant positive correlation between student performance (test scores) and the socio-cultural level of parents, and particularly their social class and level of schooling (both are relatively related) (Spearman’s correlation coefficient = 0.468 with significance level of 0.01). It has already been mentioned that the precarious urban public school and the rural public school contain a poor and precarious social class with average to very low parental schooling levels, the public school in downtown Fez represents mostly a middle social class, and finally the private school represents a middle to wealthy social class with a high level of parental education.

Regarding the indicator question of local environmental knowledge (wadis crossing the region of Fez), the results were worrying. Indeed, the majority of students from all institutions studied did not know the names of the wadis that cross their city (or have only known one wadi among the three requested). The number of students who gave correct answers was less than 10% at the level of the rural public school, 13% at the private school level, 26% in the precarious urban public school, and 34% at the downtown public school.

Use of Environmental Knowledge in the Student’s Daily Life

The use of environmental knowledge in the student’s daily life is a good indicator of contextualized knowledge which is significant for him and transferable in other situations. The results show that the majority of students (62 to 73%) of the three public schools stated their use (occasional or often) of this type of knowledge. At the private school level, this percentage did not exceed 46%. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) revealed very significant differences (a very high level of significance) between the private school and the other public institutions regarding this point. However, the results of the environmental knowledge test showed a very apparent superiority of the private school in terms of students’ grades.

Environmental Education

Environmental Activities

The main reported environmental activity carried out in three institutions, by more than half of the students (55 to 72%), was waste collection and cleanliness. Environmental research activities were significantly reported only at the public downtown school and the private school (61% and 60%, respectively). This was a clear difference compared to the public school of precarious environment and that of the rural environment (31% and 29%, respectively). The beautification activities of the school space were mainly affirmed at the downtown public school (63%). In addition, school trips were made significantly only in the private school. The remaining environmental activities were poorly represented in all the institutions studied; namely greening, awareness raising, and artistic works related to the environment.
Environmental Education

The Lucas typology (1980) was applied to analyze the types of EE at the institutions under study. Thus, “education about the environment” was associated with environmental knowledge test results, in addition to environmental research activities. “Education for the environment” is attributed to the following activities: cleanliness and waste collection, awareness activities, greening, beautification of the space, and drawings and frescoes related to the environment. Finally, the last type of EE, “education in the environment”, is devoted to school outings. It is important to note that this categorization has been adopted to facilitate analysis, since it is virtually very difficult to draw definitive boundaries between these three types of EE; some activities may have both educational and environmental objectives, as these three categories can be found in a single environmental project.

Concerning education about the environment, we note a superiority of the private school with 68.5%, followed by the public school of the downtown (53.5%), whereas in the urban public school of precarious environment and rural public school, this type of environmental education is well below average (33% and 23.5%, respectively). Regarding education for the environment, this occurs predominantly at the public downtown school (50%), followed by the public school of precarious environment (44%); however, this type of EE is poorly represented in the private school (32.2%) and rural public school (29.8%). Moreover, education in the environment is weakly achieved at the three public schools studied (28% to 31%). On the other hand, this type of environmental education is fairly well represented at the private school level (53%). This is mainly due to the significant existence of school trips only at the private school.

**Table 5. Average percentages for each category of environmental education**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Schools</th>
<th>Education about the environment</th>
<th>Education for the environment</th>
<th>Education in the environment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Private school</td>
<td>68.5</td>
<td>32.20</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Downtown Pub. Sch.</td>
<td>53.5</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban Pub. Sch. Precarious env.</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rural Public School</td>
<td>23.5</td>
<td>29.8</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Correlations

We have already mentioned that, of all the institutions studied, the private school is the only one where more than half of the students who go on school trips regularly (at least once a year). However, in this school there was a significant correlation (Table 6) between gender and school trips; boys do more outings than girls. The identified correlation between gender and the
achievement of school trips can be explained mainly by cultural reasons. Families are generally more concerned about their girls than their boys while on a field trip. Therefore, they give more freedom to their boys rather than their daughters. Also, a significant positive correlation has been found between local environmental knowledge and knowledge of human activities that post a risk to water resources (Table 6). This correlation has been identified at the level of the two urban public schools. Certainly, there is a logical link between the two types of knowledge. Local knowledge concerns the wadis that cross the city of Fez and its surroundings (Table 2, question 5). These wadis are polluted and overexploited, so, students who know these wadis are more likely to know about the human activities that pose a risk to water resources. Here, local environmental information is well linked to curricular knowledge and promotes its acquisition. Among the other significant correlations revealed in this study is that existing between conducting environmental research and student performance (test scores). This correlation is found only in the most active institutions in environmental research (the private school and the downtown public school) (see Figure 3 and Table 6). That is, students who do more environmental research will be more likely to perform well in the ‘Scientific Activity’ courses than those who do not. This type of activity is among the active learning methods recommended to be initiated from the primary level.

Table 6. Different correlations identified at the level of the four schools

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Schools</th>
<th>Correlated Variables</th>
<th>Spearman Correlation</th>
<th>Level of Significance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All institutions (N=400)</td>
<td>The socio-economic status // Environmental knowledge test score</td>
<td>0.468**</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private School (N=100)</td>
<td>Gender // School Outings</td>
<td>–0.335**</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Environmental research // Test score</td>
<td>0.410**</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Downtown Public School (N=100)</td>
<td>Local environmental knowledge // Risks threatening water</td>
<td>0.340**</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Environmental research // Test score</td>
<td>0.288**</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban Pub. Precarious (N=100)</td>
<td>Local environmental knowledge // Risks threatening water</td>
<td>0.256*</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DISCUSSION

By and large, we can say that students in the four schools studied expressed almost the same types of representations about the environment. This is despite the fact that these are students from very different socioeconomic and sociocultural backgrounds. The private school (not accessible to everyone) represents a middle to affluent social class with a high level of education of the parents (often university level). The public school in downtown Fez represents mostly a middle social class. The urban public school of the precarious environment and the rural public school contain a poor and precarious social class, with a parental education level of average to very low. Therefore, we can say that the socio-cultural environment of the students had no significant influence on their conception of the environment.

However, the surprising thing is that these results are in perfect agreement with those found in other studies involving students of/about the same age range (10 to 12 years), from many distant and different countries from the point of view of language, culture, religion, state of development, and so forth. In this context, we can cite the study by Marquis (2001), in particular the section concerning young people from Niodior (Senegal); that of Djané, Konaté and Kouassi (2009) (Côte d’Ivoire); the study of El Kent, Bekhat, Madrane and Jules (2015) (Congo) and in particular the study of Côte and Picard (2003). The latter concerns the representations affirmed by elementary students of Îles-de-la Madeleine (Canada). In fact, even though this study was carried out in an insular island belonging to a continent far removed from our study population (Fez, Morocco) and carried out with a different qualitative method, they achieved exactly the same results as ours. That is to say, in both studies we found the representation of the
environment as a "place to live" came first, followed by the environment as "nature", and thirdly the conception of the environment as a "resource". This calls into question the theory of social representations, which considers that representations are socially constructed and that they depend on the exchanges and interactions that each person maintains with his or her social reference group and cultural background (Doise et al., 1992; Jodelet, 1989; Moscovici, 1989). Admittedly, these results support the possibility of the existence of similar representations in different societies. We must therefore admit that we have obtained a kind of unity of representation at the very moment when we are looking for differences. We found the common rather than the particular. It is thought that there are traits of unity in these representations which are independent of the socio-cultural context. That is, the conception of the environment touches a deep and common aspect in human beings. In other words, the conceptual schema that man constructs vis-à-vis "the environment" is more or less stable, whatever his origin and socio-cultural context.

The meaning of the environment as a "System" is poorly understood by students. However, learning about the environment as a system and the systemic approach to environmental education is recommended by several researchers (Giordan, Martinand & Souchon, 1991; Gough, 1993; Goffin, 1998; Sauvé, 1999 and Ragou & Souchon, 2000). Additionally, the final report of the Tbilisi Conference on EE (UNESCO -PNUE, 1978) proclaimed that "the fundamental goal of environmental education is to bring individuals and communities to understand the complexity of the environment..."—a complexity that takes into account (according to the same report) the interaction of biological, physical, social, economic and cultural aspects of the environment (p.28). Again, this brings us back to the concept of the environment as a "system". To broaden the range of students' representations on the environment, we propose to start teaching the environment as a "system" from the fifth year of primary school, through the systemic analysis of local environmental issues. This will help students to learn to take into account the complexity of the network of relationships between the components of the environment, and to understand the interdependence of living beings with each other and with their environment. Within this framework, the 'Scientific Activity' program of the fifth year, and particularly the unit devoted to chains and the food web, can be enriched by concrete and meaningful local examples. For example, the effect of the pollution of "Oued Sebou" on the extinction of certain species of fish (the shad), and its consequences in terms of deterioration of food chains, would be a relevant to the local area of this study.

In the literature, several studies carried out in various countries are in good agreement with our results, in particular the research concerning the impact of the socio-economic status of parents on the educational performance of their children. For example, Jeynes (2003) reported parents have an influence on students' academic performance. Filmer and Pritchett (2001) pointed out that students from affluent families have a greater opportunity to obtain education, especially in developing countries. Other studies in several parts of the world have confirmed the impact of parental socio-economic status on a child's academic performance. Examples include the works of Downey (1995); Hall et al. (1999) and Sirin (2005) in the United States; Liu and Lu (2008) and Zhao et al. (2012) in China; Marks (2010) in Australia; Tomul and Savasci (2012) and İnce and Gözütok (2018) in Turkey and Nonoyama-Tarumi (2008), who conducted a study at the country level of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD). In the same vein, Chevalier and Lanot (2002) reported that students from poor families in the United Kingdom generally had worse grades than their better-off counterparts. In Canada, highly vulnerable students perform significantly less well on exams, and are six times more likely to repeat grades in primary school (Paquette et al., 2016). However, it should be noted that although the majority of the studies we examined support the impact of socio-economic status on student performance, a few other studies have found that this correlation is weak or absent (Marks, 2005; Werning et al., 2008; White, 1982). In Morocco, the latest report of the
Higher Council of Education, Training and Scientific Research (CSEFRS, 2018, pp. 6–20), entitled “Une École de Justice Sociale” (A School of Social Justice), focused on the impact of social inequalities on school inequalities and their amplification. We can say that in Morocco, the social (educational and economic) level of families plays a decisive role in the schooling of children. Indeed, students from educated and more economically stable families (average or better off) receive a better education in comparison with their counterparts from precarious and less educated families. This study seeks, among others, to reduce the educational impact of social inequalities, specifically in terms of environmental education.

The study found that students have a significant lack of knowledge about the local environment such as wadis that cross their area. This is despite the fact that several of the major ecological problems experienced in the city of Fez and its surroundings (and which still persist) are related to the pollution of its wadis. It seems that the environmental knowledge being taught is largely general and decontextualized from the local environment, and particularly the biophysical environment and its specific problems. The relative increase in the number of students who answered the question at the downtown public-school level can be explained by the proximity of this school to one of these wadis (Oued El Mahraz). Local environmental knowledge, lacking in the schools studied, is for many authors a very important basis that can be exploited to motivate students, facilitate learning (by concretizing certain concepts), and improve students’ pro-environmental behavior (Anderson, 2012; El Batri et al., 2019a, 2019b; Higde et al., 2017; Tugurian & Carrier, 2017). In a very recent study conducted in the same region (El Batri et al., 2019a), the use of ecological knowledge related to the local environment has significantly improved the performance of students in science programs. So, to improve the appropriation of environmental knowledge, it is necessary to integrate significant examples for the pupil. Local environmental knowledge falls within this framework. It is very important, from a pedagogical point of view, to reveal to students the links between the environment "object of the science course" and "the environment close to the student". This is essential for the student to make sense of the learning (Roegiers, 2006). The example already mentioned (concerning the effect of the pollution of Oued Sebou) falls within this framework.

The educational importance of knowledge about the local environment has been revealed by their significant correlation with some specific curricular knowledge (Table 6); especially, when it is the same theme (risks threatening water). In this case, contextualization of curricular knowledge is preferable and recommended to facilitate and inculcate more sustainable learning. Some authors have emphasized the positive impact of local and specific environmental knowledge on the improvement of learning and pro-environmental behavior (Anderson, 2012; Banerji et al., 2013; Chanse et al., 2017; El Batri et al., 2019a; Higde et al., 2017; Saribas et al., 2017; Sauvé, 2014; Tugurian & Carrier, 2017; Villemagne, 2004). Tugurian and Carrier (2017) indicated that children have an "environmental identity", and that this identity can be exploited to "improve their environmental behavior and strengthen their interest in the natural sciences." Therefore, when teaching the units of the program "Scientific Activity, 4th Year Primary", which deal with risks to water resources, it is strongly recommended to integrate local examples. These examples make scientific knowledge more meaningful and motivating for the student. The positive effect of the individual’s interaction with his biophysical environment on his mastery of environmental knowledge has been discussed by Thorndyke and Hayes-Roth (1982). Additionally, Lacroix, Martin-Storey, Déry, Lemelin and Temcheff (2018) focused on the influence of the local environment (residential neighborhood) on the academic performance of adolescents. On the other hand, the practical utility of knowledge of the local context has been demonstrated by several researchers (Brokensha, Warren & Werner, 1980; Fischer, 2000; Gladwin, 1989; McCorkle, 1989). This utility has been confirmed in several areas; in particular environmental protection (Fischer, 2000; Kollmuss & Agyeman, 2002; Liebenberg, 1993). Therefore, the local environment (at the city and regional scale) must be integrated into ‘Scientific Activity’ programs. This facilitates the learning of certain environmental concepts, especially when this local environment is subject to significant risks, as is the case in the Fez.
region (degradation of the wadis). This makes it possible to contextualize certain abstract concepts such as pollution, so they become meaningful for the student. This contextualization of environmental concepts is strongly recommended for units of the ‘Scientific Activity’ program for 4th and 5th year primary students, concerning the risks threatening the forest and water resources. This makes it possible to develop in the learner, in addition to academic performance, other types of skills such as willingness to act, pro-environmental behavior and a practical awareness.

Among the environmental activities that marked very significant differences between the studied institutions, we note the environmental research activities as well as the school trips. Indeed, research activities are well represented only at the level of the private school and the downtown public school. At these two institutions, research activities are correlated with student performance. We can say that the high number of research activities testifies to a type of active learning that puts the student at the center of the educational action. This type of active learning is conducive to student performance development (Chickering & Gamson, 1987; El Batri et al., 2019a; Felder, Woods, Stice & Rugarcia, 2000; Genc, 2015; VanWinkle, Davis & Larwood 2002). School trips are regularly carried out significantly only at the private school level. The absence or poor existence of school trips in all public schools has also been confirmed in other studies conducted in Morocco (El Batri et al., 2019a, 2019b). It seems that school outings are devalued in Moroccan public education. However, we found many articles in the literature supporting the importance of administering field trips at least to serve the ecological and environmental themes of the program. In fact, this type of activity provides several educational and social benefits in the short, medium and long term (Pace & Tesi, 2004). In particular, school outings have been shown to promote better cognitive learning (Behrendt & Franklin, 2014; DeWitt & Storksdieck, 2008; Pace & Tesi, 2004; Prokop, Tuncer & Kvasničák, 2007; Stern, Powell & Ardoin, 2008). Additionally, some researchers have shown that field trips have significantly improved motivation and willingness to act in favor of the environment (Behrendt & Franklin, 2014; Chawla & Cushing, 2007; Palmberg & Kuru, 2000; Sivek, 2002; Wells & Lekies, 2006). We can therefore say that the exploitation of school outings in learning can help to reduce the educational effect of social inequalities.

The few students who have mastered the environmental knowledge curriculum (private school) said that most of this knowledge is useless or rarely used in everyday life. In other words, much of the curriculum knowledge about the environment is unusable or unrelated to the student’s immediate environment. Besides, by analyzing student responses to test questions, we found that question 2 (citation of three threats to the forest) received the highest percentage of correct answers in all schools (62.8%), with a very significant difference in comparison with the correct answers from the rest of the test questions (between 10.3% and 24.8%). It seems that concrete environmental knowledge that can be used in everyday life is best acquired by the majority of students. In fact, the little environmental knowledge acquired by the students in the three public schools generally concerns the most concrete and useful information, while most of the other “academic” knowledge acquired by students in the private school is useless in their daily lives. As a result, students will soon forget them, because knowledge and skills decline over time when not being used. If this is the case, we will surely not succeed in what Perrenoud (1998) calls “Apprentissages durables” (sustainable learning). In the same vein, the Global Monitoring Report on Education (Benavot et al., 2016, p. 216) states that primary and secondary education should lead to genuinely useful learning. It seems that was not the case for the students in our study.

If we compare the four institutions under study, we can deduce that the private school and the downtown public school are the two most active establishments in terms of the number of environmental activities carried out (by more than 50% of students). Indeed, there are three environmental activities carried out at a significant level in each of these two schools. In third position is the urban public school of precarious environment, with a single activity (cleanliness and waste collection). Finally, in last position is the rural public school, in which no environmental activity is registered by the majority (more than 50%). Table 5 shows that the downtown public school and the private school are represented by a majority (≥50%) for two
types of EE among the three mentioned. For the precarious urban school and the rural school, both of which represent a poor and less educated social class, no type of EE has been recorded at their level that reaches the 50% threshold. In another study (El Batri et al., 2019a) concerning four similar schools belonging to the same socio-environmental contexts as those of this study, they found significant differences between the schools studied in terms of learning methods, teaching aids used, and the number of students per class. These factors may partially explain some of our results. In addition, this study provides further evidence which reinforces the content of the latest report of the Higher Council of Education, Training and Scientific Research, entitled “Une École de Justice Sociale” (A School of Social Justice) (CSEFRS, 2018, pp. 6–20). Indeed, this report focused on a reciprocal amplification between social inequalities and educational inequalities.

To reduce the negative educational impact of social inequalities, this study has made some relevant recommendations. These will have to be taken into account in the new curriculum reforms that are being implemented in Morocco. Among these recommendations, we mention the contextualization of curriculum knowledge, the adoption of active learning methods (research activities) in addition to the valorization and implementation of school trips in public schools.

**CONCLUSION**

This research work aimed at promoting environmental education in Moroccan primary schools through targeted educational actions on three interrelated components: representations, knowledge and activities related to the environment.

The representations of students from the four schools we studied regarding the concept of 'the environment' are similar, regardless of their socio-cultural and socio-economic context. Indeed, the environment mainly means to most people a "place to live", "nature", and "resources". These same representations have been found following the same order in other studies (Côte and Picard, 2003). This conceptual stability allows us to suggest that students' representations of "the environment" are not mere individual impressions about external objects, but rather expressions reflecting a deeper and more common image of the environment.

On the other hand, to grasp the complexity of interactions within the environment, we have proposed expanding the range of representations. This may be achieved by starting teaching of the environment as a "system", as recommended by many researchers (Giordan et al., 1991; Gough, 1993; Goffin, 1998; Sauvé, 1999 and Ragou & Souchon 2000), from the fifth primary year (unit: chains and food webs) through local examples which are concrete and meaningful for the students.

There is a significant positive correlation between student performance and the socio-economic and sociocultural status of families. In fact, a student from a middle-class or affluent family, with a higher level of parental education, is more likely to obtain better results than his or her counterpart from a poor and poorly educated family.

The study revealed a notable lack of some important local environmental knowledge in all the institutions studied. This indicates that the student's local environment is far from being a learning object within Moroccan primary schools. However, knowledge of the local environment is very useful, and can be linked to other knowledge in the school curriculum (scientific activity), thus facilitating the acquisition of such knowledge. In addition, the study found a significant positive correlation between some knowledge of the local environment and curricular environmental knowledge (threats to water resources). Admittedly, the environmental problems of the Fez region require the contextualization of certain environmental curricular concepts, such as pollution and the overexploitation of resources. This contextualization of the concepts makes them meaningful and motivating for the student. This will undoubtedly improve and facilitate the learning of these concepts.

Based on the results and significant correlations identified, we can say that the improvement of environmental learning and environmental education can be achieved through an action oriented towards the negative indicators revealed in this study. Particularly the
contextualization of curricular knowledge and the integration of the local environment in the learning related to the course of "Scientific Activity", the valorization and the implementation of school trips within public education and finally the adoption of active learning methods (research activities). In this way we can reduce the impact of social inequalities imposed on students.

The minority of students who have a good command of environmental curriculum knowledge (private school) reported that this knowledge is useless, or rarely used in their daily lives. This means that the student is "laden" with knowledge that is largely decontextualized, insignificant for him, and not transferable in other situations outside of school. This reality must be taken into account in the new school reforms that are being implemented at the level of the Moroccan School Curriculum. Reforms should aim to lead to truly useful learning, as recommended by UNESCO (Benavot et al., 2016) and as proclaimed by the Strategic Vision (2015–2030) of the Higher Council of Education, Training and Scientific Research (CSEFRS, 2015).
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